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Hello everyone, this is Jim and welcome to Summer Solstice 2016 Ceremony. Thank you all for being here
and offering your service in this way. We’re at Summer Solstice, one of the four main gateway portal days
in each year, halfway through the year of 2016.
Take a deep breath and we will begin.

Grounding Meditation
Visualize that you are standing on top of Uluru, a giant red rock. Feel the sacred vortex around you, and be
aware that everyone listening to this call, this audio, is also standing with you. Feel Uluru beneath your
feet. As you align your heartbeat with that of Mother Earth and Uluru, slide into the Clay Red colored Light
of Uluru. Feel the nurturing presence of that Light clearing and cleansing all the static and disruptions of
the day.
Now we activate our Hara Line - right below the bottoms of our feet. This Pillar of Light extends from the
bottoms of our feet and our tailbone all the way to the Core of Mother Earth. Feel the presence of Divine
Mother and all of the Goddesses of the Cosmic Council of the Divine Feminine; Divine Mother, Mother of
the Universe, Mother of the Cosmos, Victory, Liberty, Guardian of the Divine Plan, Great Silent Watcher,
all overlighting you and sending their roots down around your roots as you send your roots down around
the Hara Line to wrap around the Core Crystal. Feel the presence of these Beings overlighting you and
sending their roots around yours, holding you tight to Mother Earth. And visualize the tree trunk forming
around you and the tree extending its roots down around your roots to hold us even tighter and more
grounded to Mother Earth.
See that the outside layer of the tree trunk is Emerald Green, bathing the cylinder of the tree trunk in the
Energies of Abundance & Healing. See that the tree trunk extends all the way up to the Pool of Creation in
the heavens above and expands and spreads out into the Pool of Creation.
See the Plum colored Light of Divine Mother’s Light of Rejuvenation around the Green, which is on the
outside layer of the cylinder of the tree trunk; beyond that is the Plum colored Light of Divine Mother.
And we put a tornado of Turquoise Blue around these Lights, around the tree trunk; the Plum colored
Light, a tornado of Great Silent Watcher’s Turquoise Blue Light. And beyond that we put the Light of the
Cosmic Guardian of Stability which is the same color as the outside of an eggplant.
Now focus on the roots wrapped around the Core Crystal and all the Beings helping you ground yourself to
the Core Crystal. We see the Amber colored Light which is the Life Force Energy of Mother Earth, and we
begin to pull it up through the root system. We send our love and our gratitude to Goddess Gaia, the Deity
of Mother Earth, and we see her presence come forth. We see Goddess Gaia helping move the Amber
colored Light up through the bottoms of our feet into our body, filling our 5 Body System and all our
Chakras, as it moves up through the Crown.
This Light moves all the way up through the tree trunk to pour into the Pool of Creation, bringing Goddess
Gaia’s and Divine Mother’s Life Force all the way up to the heavens. Here, Great Silent Watcher pours her
Turquoise Blue and Gold into the Pool of Creation, Cosmic Mother the Vibrant Amber and Gold, Mother
of the Universe pouring her Vibrant Pink and Gold, Goddess Victory pouring her Champagne colored
Light and Gold mixed with Platinum into the Pool of Creation, Divine Mother pouring the Golden Brown
Light and Guardian of Compassion the Creamy Peach colored Light - all into the Pool of Creation. It then
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pours then into the tree trunk and down through the Crown Chakra at the top of the head, into the body,
filling our body, our Chakras, our 5 Body System with the Energies, these Cosmic Energies, and then down
through the bottoms of our feet, all the way down to the Core Crystal - mixing with the Life Force Energy
of Mother Earth, bringing the heavens to Earth, as we have already brought Earth to the heavens.
We go a second round, all these Energies mixed together in the Core Crystal come back up the Pillar of
Light to the bottoms of the feet. Feel it pour into your body, another round of clearing and cleansing of
your Chakras, your 5 Body System, connecting you to both Earth, where you’re firmly grounded, and up
through the heavens to the Pool of Creation. As we send this Energy all the way up, it pours into the Pool
of Creation and down again, all the way to the Crown Chakra, down through the body, all the way to the
Core Crystal. One more time it moves up and, once it fills our body and our being, we move up with it, our
consciousness moves to the Pool of Creation with these Lights.
We see the Cosmic Council of the Divine Feminine standing, all of these Goddesses, standing around the
outside. See Sanat Kumara, Christ Maitreya, Master Jesus, Mother Mary, Goddess Gaia, all of the Earthly
Deities, along with the Cosmic Council of the Divine Feminine. We send them all our love and our
gratitude, as we step out of the Pool of Creation to put our ceremonial robes on. The two Angels, our own
personal Angels, are holding the trays with our ceremonial robes with our Scepter of Power. As we put the
robes on and take our Scepter of Power in our hands, we turn and we see our own Divine Mother in the
distance sitting on her Throne - on either side of her Goddess Shakti and Lord Shiva. Standing behind
Divine Mother is Great Silent Watcher. We move towards Divine Mother and we kneel before her with our
Scepter above our head, and she pours her love, her Copper Gold Light inside of the Golden Brown Light.
We stand and she takes us in her arms, holds us in her bosom, surrounded by the Golden Brown Light.
We invite our loved ones, our family, our friends into the Golden Brown Light with Divine Mother.
Take a moment, set your intentions, say your prayers, express your gratitude to all these Great Beings and
our own Divine Mother and the next voice you hear will be that of our Beloved Nasrin. So It Is.
Nasrin: 10:10
Hello everyone and welcome to Summer Solstice 2016. We’re welcoming the solstice a few days early to
give you a chance to practice. So let’s take a deep breath, feel yourself in the presence of all these Deities.
Let’s come together and bring our loved ones and offer a healing for all our loved ones, and peace on Earth,
peace in the hearts of all creatures. This solstice is very powerful because it coincides with the full moon.
When powerful days with this type of Energy come together, intentions can manifest faster.
Summer is the time of the reign of Divine Mother, so from about now until Fall Equinox, Divine Mother
and the Divine Feminine Deities are extremely prevalent. Whatever you need and whatever you want to
offer in terms of prayers and intentions, this three month phase from now until September are the times you
can take yourself to a whole another plateau. A time that you can be of great service while you manifest
the best and the highest for yourselves and your loved ones, you can also be of greatest service to Divine
Mother and the Divine Feminine Deities. This is a busy month for everyone with children and
grandchildren, graduation, Father’s Day, lots of birthdays and celebrations and cookouts, so it is very nice
for all of us to come together and celebrate this lovely time of the year.
Divine Mother: 13:02
My Beloved Children of Light I’m your very own Divine Mother. I would like to tell all of you how
pleased I am with the way we are working together and the way we are anchoring the Energies at this
present time. I couldn’t ask for more. Everything is in a very good place from the perspective of the
Divine Feminine and the work that we’re doing together.
If you look around you and you see issues and people in pain, that doesn’t mean we’re in a bad place. It
simply means negativity and pain is coming to the surface to be released. Remember that you live in a
world of duality, so for the good to manifest some of the negative, some of the bad, some of the pain, has to
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come in its way to then be cleared and cleansed and to make the way clear, to pave the path for the good to
reappear, for the good to be reinstated.
What I want to do today is to work with you by calling on some Angelic Forces. I especially want to bring
in the Topaz Blue Cosmic Goddess of Protection. This Being is from the Soul Lineage of Great Silent
Watcher. Her entire range of power is channeled into the act of protection. The Sky Blue clear Topaz
Light which she emanates to all of you is the bandwidth of Great Silent Watcher’s Light which relates to
prosperity and abundance while protecting you from falling and making mistakes. So it’s the level of
protection that pushes you with great gentleness to do the right thing and to succeed in accomplishing the
highest and the best while protecting you from falling and grazing your knees, from making mistakes, from
being distracted or delayed.
I ask you to imagine Cosmic Guardian of Protection, the Blue Topaz Cosmic Guardian of Protection
coming to stand with you, as Great Silent Watcher holds her Scepter of Power above this entire entourage
and creates a Turquoise Blue dome of Light around us. There are Angelic Beings from the realms of
Angels and Elementals Beings, from the realms of Fairies and Devas and Elemental Beings who are under
the auspices of this Cosmic Guardian, the Topaz Blue Cosmic Guardian of Protection.
I petitioned Great Silent Watcher to summon these Angelic Hosts and the Elemental Beings to come
forward under the guidance of the Topaz Blue Goddess and make circles around all of us. They may come
and make many circles. As you look around you, you will see them in different shapes, sizes, emanating
different hues and ranges of the Blue Light. They have gifts for you in their hands. Some are holding
crystals, stones, shiny creatures that are from the mineral kingdom with different bandwidths of vibration,
for healing of different ails, for improvement in various arenas.
And I want to take a moment and ask you to meditate, first allowing the Topaz Blue Goddess herself to
come forward, stand in front of you, place both her hands over your Heart Chakra and blow the Breath of
Life into you, her Life Force, her Protection, her Love, her Presence, her Guidance. You might feel a
sensation of heat moving into your chest and it will expand from your chest outward to all organs of the
body and further into your 5 Body System Light Body.
Remember that this month we had this Cosmic Guardian come forth to work with Great Silent Watcher and
Goddess Victory, as well as Goddess Gaia, to create a multi-layered grid around your body, her eight layers
in that grid. The first five have the combination of the Light from the Topaz Blue Goddess and Great Silent
Watcher, clearing and cleansing while uplifting your 5 Body System. The sixth layer is clearing and
cleansing your Light Body. Then we invited Goddess Gaia to come to add her Fiery Orange Light that is a
gift from Abundance & Prosperity of Earth. Earth’s Abundance is encapsulated by Goddess Gaia into a
Fiery Light and this is the Light that will be prevalent through this summer for the next three months,
summer in the northern hemisphere, winter in the southern hemisphere, the reign of the Divine Feminine.
Goddess Gaia is now invited to pull her Energy of the Fiery Light through your Physical Body by her
placing the flame in her hand into your chest and then placing her hands over your chest in exactly the
same way that the Topaz Blue Goddess did a moment ago. And then expanding the Energy into the five
layers of your 5 Body System, the sixth layer which is your Light Body, and then the seventh layer
which will be the abode of Goddess Gaia from now on, and the eighth layer which is the abode of
Goddess Victory as the Topaz Blue and the Turquoise Blue expand from the core of your chest into
all these eight layers. They meet in the seventh layer with Goddess Gaia and her Fiery Light that gives
more Sustenance and Life Force to the Topaz Blue Turquoise Blue of Protection and Prosperity. And then
it expands further into the eighth layer where Goddess Victory sends her Light of Victory expanding the
Platinum Shimmers of her Light and her Frosted Blue Light to encompass the Topaz Blue, Turquoise Blue,
and the Fiery Light of Goddess Gaia.
We talked about Streams of Light that all have the Shimmer of Platinum, the Turquoise and Topaz Blue
Light of Great Silent Watcher and Goddess of Protection, and the Fiery Light of Goddess Gaia. And as the
Fiery Light of Gaia mixes with the Frosted Blue and Platinum of Victory, as well as the Topaz and
Turquoise, there are Steams of Citron Green Light that get added to the mix. So you have Topaz Blue,
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Turquoise Blue, Citron Blue Green, then you have the range of the Yellows and Oranges that are the
domain of Goddess Gaia. And you have a shimmering, shinning layer that is added to all these streams
which is the gift from Goddess Victory.
Now I ask you to see a huge sphere forming, and that sphere on the outside has the Platinum Shimmers
with the Turquoise Blue of Great Silent Watcher. I ask you to imagine yourself inside of that sphere, and I
ask Great Silent Watcher to invite, on your behalf, members from Elemental Kingdom, Fairies and Devas
and other Elemental Beings, the head and body of a small miniature human beings, the wings of a butterfly,
wings of a dragonfly, wings of a hummingbird, and they come hovering around you inside of this sphere
and they work on your Physical Body, 5 Body System Light Body and those extra layers, seventh and
eighth that are gifts from Gaia and Victory to align you with all the Energies. Remember that it is the job
of the Elemental Beings to take care of your Physical Body, your Sacred Geometries which are encased
inside your 5 Body System, and your Light Body.
Before the veil divided and separated the Elementals from humankind, they performed the task of healing
on a constant basis. All you needed to do was to have minerals around you in the form of crystals, and
plants. Elemental Beings live amidst plants and minerals. They also love to be in the company of animals.
Sometimes your house plants host some of these small creatures and they thrive because of their presence.
People who consider themselves good with plants may not realize that part of the reason why their house
plants or even the plants in their gardens thrive so well is because they have an affinity with the members
of the Elemental Kingdom. They attract the Elementals to their plants because they don’t scare the
Elementals, they don’t cause the Elementals concern and therefore the attraction of the Elemental Beings to
their Energy and to the Energy of their plants and crystals allows the benefits of the presence of these
Elemental Beings to heal the crystals and the plants, and of course they have a great healing presence when
they are in your own Energy Fields.
Usually people who do work with the Earth, digging the Earth planting flowers and bushes have a flow of
Life Force in their bodies which may be absent in the bodies of people who have no connection with
Mother Earth in the form of gardening or landscaping or walking in nature, or swimming in the waters.
Those are all ways you can reconnect with Mother Nature. Also your crystal layout grids, laying in the
crystal grids, having crystals around you, having jewelry and gems around you is a great way to benefit
from the Energies of gems and jewelry and precious, semiprecious, or not even precious at all stones. A
river rock has a lot of Life Force in it, it can also ground you.
So when you go to the beach and you get attracted to pick up pebbles that have been smoothed out as the
result of tumbling in the waters and you feel the desire to pick up some shells that sea creatures have left
behind, these are all natural minerals that add Life Force to your 5 Body System Light Body. They make
the flow of Life Force through your Physical Body and your Energy Bodies smoother and easier. They
make the sphere of your Energy to get larger and more illuminated.
So inside this bubble which is now around you and the eight layers of this grid which Goddess Victory,
Goddess Gaia, Topaz Blue Goddess and Great Silent Watcher have created around you. See the presence
of many Elemental Beings, and they are all here to give you love, nurturance and bring their Healing Light
to you.
As they continue to work with you, I am going to call upon Great Silent Watcher and ask her to specifically
call Angelic Beings, Guardian Angels, especially Guardian Angels who work with the Topaz Blue Goddess
for Protection, to summon Prosperity and Abundance, to remove obstacles from your path, to make you
more powerful during these months of summer, to give you more Life Force and sustenance as you bathe in
the rays of the sun and fill your body with the Life Force, allowing you to reconnect with a range of Angels
who have also been absent from your presence.
At times of Solstice and Equinoxes certain Portals of Energy are open that help us pull the presence and the
benefit of some of the Beings who are not always present at other times during the year. Calling on Great
Silent Watcher on all full moons and new moons for the type of healing that Elementals and Angelic
Guardians can bring to you is a great way to realign yourself, that’s every month, new moon and full moon,
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then magnifying that with the four times of year on the approach of Equinox and Solstices, especially when
these four occasions fall close to and around the time of either new moon or a full moon.
This Summer Solstice and the last March Equinox, Spring Equinox were both occasions where you had full
moon to boost the Energies. A full moon is a time when the Energies are at their highest, because the moon
is a transmitter of Energies. The moon receives the Energies of the sun and softens them, it realigns the
energies of the sun to make it digestible and absorbable by your bodies, your 5 Body System, your Light
Body and all the layers that you carry around with you through the grace of these Great Beings with greater
power.
The full moon is the most powerful because it is absorbing the Energies and then blasting you with it. The
new moon does it in silence. The new moon transmits the Energies in complete darkness. In a sense you
can say it’s the absence of Energies but it is the absence of negativity, it is the absence of turmoil, it is the
absence of friction and presence of the stillness that comes from being in deep silence, deep meditation,
that’s the Energy of a new moon.
The new moon is equally as powerful only in a different way. The new moon is a time of pulling Energy
in. The Full moon is a time of purging but also the exact opposite is true. If you are not releasing but
absorbing you can say that the full moon is the best time for absorbing the highest intensities of Energies,
and the new moon is a time of going into silence reflecting and being in a contractual mode, being
contracted, being pulled within, going into the inner realms. So if you’re releasing you go with one version
of the Energies. If you’re absorbing you go with the other. You absorb from the full moon and you go
within with the new moon.
Now I ask you to notice that either one or more Angels manifest in front of your eyes in colors that may be
the rainbow of Light or a specific color which your body most needs. That would be uniquely yours. It is
possible that you have more then an Angel, so an entourage of Angels coming in, two, three or more, and
that each of them comes with a range of colors, or a single color.
Imagine that these Angels come forward, they lay hands on your body, they send emanations of their Light
to your Body, your 5 Body System, your Light Body. They expand their Light to fill your Physical Body
and extend it to 5 Body System Light Body and go all the layers, the seventh and eighth layer, meeting and
merging with the Energies of Goddess Gaia, Goddess Victory, receiving a magnification of the Energies
from Victory and Gaia and then pulling it back in from those outer layers to the core of your Being.
Reaching back into the core of your heart, and then expanding again with greater magnification, going
outward to the outer layers, meeting another expansion, loving, nurturing blast of love, victory, success,
abundance coming back to the center, reaching to the core of your heart, expanding in your heart and going
out again, pulsing out as it goes to the edges through all the eight layers and coming back again. And the
rhythm continuing like a wave that ebbs and flows back and forth, expanding and contracting, going out
and pulling in.
While this continues notice that one of these Angels stands before you with the palms of her hands
stretched to you and a gift inside of it. The gift is uniquely for you. It’s different for each of you. If you
can’t see it or sense it, imagine it being there. Think what it is, what you would really like it to be, and
request that. For those of you who can see what it is, receive it, and then if you have something you wish
to request, go ahead and ask for that as well….(silence)…..
I ask you to repeat this exercise through this month as many times as you have the time to practice and
come to this point of receiving gifts. Feel free to ask for the same or a different gift. This month we move
into important Energies.
It is good to set your intention for manifesting everything you wish to manifest, and for serving the
highest and the best. Ask for peace on Earth. Ask for Divine Mother to accomplish all her intentions
for humankind. Ask for raising the consciousness for all souls. Ask for healing of Earth, as well as
all your personal desires and intentions for yourselves and your loved ones.
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I thank each and every one of you for being here, and I ask you to lay down allowing us to administer
healing to each of you individually. I am very grateful for all the good that you are the catalyst to bring to
Earth, and for all that you do in service. I Am your very own Divine Mother. Happy Solstice, and may this
be the best three months of success, accomplishments, and growth and evolution for all of you. So It Is.
Jim concludes: Thank you Nasrin, thank you Divine Mother and all of the Great Beings and I thank all of
you. Until next time So It Is.
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